The Comau Open RoboGate “S” framing system is a worldwide appreciated machine systems. More than 100 applications installed.

The Comau OpenRobogate base is available in several sizes to fit as its best the cars you have to frame.

Its isostatic strong concept ensures maximum precision and repeatability in one of the most important steps in a bodyshop: the framing process.

The Open RoboGate “S” compact and Lean architecture enables high spot weld density applications secured by employing up to 18 welding robots in one station.

It’s capable to manage different body framing breakdowns.

The modular structure of the system (up to 6 models) allows a scalable and modular investment: you pay for what you need when you need it.

From 1 model...

...up to 6 models
Product Includes

Central station for 1 model production, ready to be extended for future models. Extension kits from 2 to 6 models including rails and recirculating loops.

Product Options

Comau Integrated solution for framing station:
- transfer system
- robots (up to 18)
- welding guns

Warranty

Two years